The Good Pirates of The Seven Seas

By Wyatt Hawk Smith
It was a nice, shiny day. Captain Silver Sword and his crew were walking on the dock to their ship. They loaded on and began sailing. The first stop was the Northern and Southern Atlantic Oceans. It became dark and stormy. Then a huge wooden ship appeared out of nowhere. The pirates on the ship began jumping onto Captain Silver Sword’s ship. They wanted to steal the captain’s treasure. Some of them missed and fell into the ocean. The captain’s pet killer whale ate them, and they fell to the bottom of the sea.

First Mate Goldfist, Captain Silver Sword’s brother, was helping keep the pirates off the ship by firing the canon. Even though the cook had a peg leg, he was very powerful. He put banana peels on the ship’s floor and the bad pirates slipped overboard into the ocean. The captain was swinging on a vine and slammed people off his ship. The cannon shot the pirate ship and destroyed it. Then the captain left for the next ocean with his crew.
They sailed to the Southern then the Northern Pacific Ocean right next to the city of Seattle. People began gasping. They hurried to the docks and jumped off trains to see what was going on. The captain said, don’t worry, we are good pirates and we will fight all the bad pirates. You can watch if you want to, but be careful. Then a dark ship appeared. People were watching from the Space needle. The clouds were becoming darkness. Captain Silver Sword’s cannon hit the sail, which made the bad pirate ship not able to sail. Then the pet killer whale sliced the ship in half with his teeth, and the ship went down with a kaboom. The people watching cheered.
The next sea was the Indian Sea. They took a break in Sydney, Australia, but stayed on their ship just in case the other pirates came by. During their break, they drew pictures of the ship. The cook made them some nice hamburgers with some wine to drink. They met good pirates who had a ship and wanted to help them. They walked across the Sydney Bridge, which looks like the Hellgate Bridge in New York City. After a few days, they continued on with their work.
The two ships sailed out to the Southern Sea. On their way, they passed a cruise ship who yelled over a microphone that they had a run in with some Pirates who had been messing with Africa. A bad pirate ship was catching up. They were in Antarctica and saw a cannonball hit an iceberg. The iceberg began sinking. The good pirates were so mad they launched the biggest cannon ball which can do serious damage on other ships. In just one hit, the entire ship was destroyed. The pirates had been messing with Antarctica and the Polar Bears. The polar bears had to jump onto another iceberg, but they survived and were happy. The good pirate crew reached their friends who were on a ship made of an iceberg. It was very powerful. The sails were made of ice. On that ship, they had pet penguins who helped fight battles, too.
Now, they have to go to the final sea, the Arctic Ocean. All three ships began sailing, and some of their other friends caught up at last. Six ships were prepared for a big journey. All friends joined up, facing all their canons at the bad ship. There was a poor princess locked up in the dungeon of the ship. The chef did his banana peel trick again. The evil Captain Red Ghost fired up his canons but he missed. Now the good pirates tried, firing up all their cannons, taking so many hits and placed holes on the evil ship. The bad pirates slipped on banana peels, and the good pirates used swords, cannons, guns, wood and everything they had to get the bad pirates. The bad captain’s room got hit by a cannon and then a sail fell down, and cracked in half and the good captain Silver Sword’s pet killer whale got to see his other killer whale friends, and they ate the bad pirates. Captain Silver Sword saved the princess, giving her back to the United Kingdom. They had a huge party in London and a statue of their ship was made for them. And they all lived happily ever after.

Look for their other adventures.